Prestan® Professional Ultralite™
Adult Manikin 4-Pack

4 Manikin Torsos, 4 Manikin Heads, 4 Compression Pistons, Nylon Piston Bag,
50-pack Lung Bags, Nylon Carrying Case with Detachable Shoulder Strap and
an Instruction Sheet.
Away from the classroom, instructors want their students to act confidently
when faced with a cardiac emergency, knowing that they are a crucial link in
the cardiac chain of survival. Their actions help save lives of people
experiencing sudden arrest.
Achieve this with Prestan Professional's most portable manikin training kit.
Amazingly easy to set up and sold in a convenient and lightweight 4-pack for
efficient training-on-the-go. This durable set of vinyl and latex free manikins
offers an affordable tool for CPR training with all the quality and realism you
expect from Prestan.
Features of the Prestan® Ultralite™ manikin include:
 Uniquely fast and easy set-up.
 Stackable torsos and heads generate a compact package for
transporting multiple units.
 Clamshell torso opening provides quick access for the easy-to-insert
lung bag.
 Realistic skin resists dirt, grime and grease.
 Adequate upper chest sizing facilitates AED pad placement and training.
 Visual anatomy landmarks reinforce proper hand placement for
compressions.
 Head-tilt illustrates how to open the airway and allows each student to
observe a true chest rise when proper head-tilt chin-lift technique is
used.
 Life tested to a half-million compressions.
 Manikins are easy to clean and capable of being decontaminated per
CDC guidelines.

$340.00ea

Prestan Professional Ultralite
50-Pk Face-Shields
If manikins are shared during your training class, you'll want to use a
filtered face shield to minimize the risk of cross contamination between
students. The Prestan face shield makes it easy and since it’s secured to
the manikin, it won't slip. No need for adhesives! Your students will
spend less time distracted by an unruly barrier and more time practicing
their skill.

$17.00/pk

Prestan Professional Ultralite
50-Pk Face-Shield Lung-Bags
Don't waste valuable training time fumbling with removable manikin
parts, pistons or clips. Insertion of the one-piece lung bag design is a
breeze! Fold it up, slide it in and you are ready for training. If students
won't be sharing manikins during class, you do not need an additional
manikin face shield.

$22.00/pk

Prestan Family Pack

2 Adults, 1 Child and 2 Infants, all with LED Rate Monitors.
Prestan Professional's revolutionary new CPR manikins with Rate Monitor. The
LED indicators allow for instant feedback to both instructor and student
regarding their rate of chest compressions. Instructors can monitor several
students quickly and easily, while students themselves can visually gauge their
compression rate reinforcing more practice time using proper technique
Features include:














Realistic looking Adult and Child manikins with pinch-able noses and
fully formed neck portions that allow for a carotid pulse check.
Infants are realistically-sized! "Flick their feet" reminds students to
check for level of consciousness – easily taught since the manikins
have fully formed legs with feet. Moveable arms even allow for
brachial pulse checks.
Realistic skin resists dirt, grime and grease.
Adequate upper chest sizing facilitates AED training.
Visual anatomy landmarks such as a navel and ribcage on the Adults
and Child allow for practice of the Heimlich maneuver and reinforce
proper hand placement for compressions.
On the Infants, anatomy landmarks such as clavicles, an accurate
nipple line, sternum and xyphoid process facilitates the practice of
choking skills as well as reinforcing proper finger placement for
compressions.
Head-tilt illustrates how to open the airway and allows each student to
observe a true chest rise when proper head-tilt chin-lift technique is
used.
Clicker mechanisms increases student's confidence in administering
adequate compressions.
Manikins are capable of being cleaned and decontaminated per CDC
guidelines

$520.00ea

Prestan Adult Face Shield
Lung-Bags (50-Pack)

Prestan Child Face Shield
Lung-Bags (50-Pack)

Prestan Infant Face Shield
Lung-Bags (50-Pack)

Don't waste valuable training time fumbling with removable manikin parts, pistons or clips. Insertion of the one-piece lung
bag design is a breeze! Fold it up, slide it in and you are ready for training. If students won't be sharing manikins during class,
you do not need an additional manikin face shield.

$22.00/pk

$22.00/pk

$19.75/pk

TPAK700 CPR Prompt 5
Adult/Child Manikins & 2 Infant
Manikins

Comprehensive design allows for practice of Heimlich maneuver and
abdominal thrusts, as well as CPR and mouth-to-mouth breathing.
Realistic anatomical markings (Adam's apple, carotid arteries, navel, rib
cage, chest notch) make it easy to learn correct hand placement for
checking pulse, performing chest compressions, and more.
Features include:









Head tilt/chin lift required to open airway
Proper anatomical landmarks
Audible compression clicker to ensure proper technique.
Ideal for group training - allows each student to have their own
manikin for maximum practice time. Easy-to-clean heads are
dishwasher safe and can easily be sanitized. Lung bags are
replaceable. Designed to meet American Heart Association
criteria for desirable manikin features.
Economical package of seven CPR Prompt manikins includes five
adult/child manikins, two infant manikins, 50 adult/child face
shield/lung bags, 20 infant face shield/lung bags, and nylon carry
case.
NOTE: Only use AED pads designed for foam body manikins.

$525.00ea

Infant Face Shield
Lung Bags CPR
Prompt (Pkg 100)

Combination face shield / lung bags
for CPR Prompt infant manikins.
Insertion tool included.

Adult / Child Face
Face Shield/Lung Bag CPR Practice-Shield
Shield Lung Bags CPR Insert Tool 5 Pk CPR Manikin Face Shields
Prompt (Pkg 100
Prompt
(50 per box)

Single use Adult/Child FaceShield/Lung Bas has a unique
adhesive strip to ensure face shield
stays in place during training.

Face-Shield / Lung Bag Insertion tool.

CPR Practice-Shields are ideal for CPR
and AED training, offering cost
effective barrier protection for
students sharing a manikin.
Individually folded and packed in a
dispenser box. Latex free. For
training only. Used in addition to
disinfection it offers an inexpensive
extra barrier protection for students
sharing a CPR manikin!

$17.00/pk

$25.00/box

Adhesive strips hold shields in place.
Insertion tool included. Latex free

$50.00/pk

$50.00/pk

CPR Faceshield with
One-Way Valve in
Nylon
Keychain/Pouch

CPR Practi-Mask
(10/Box)

CPR face shield in nylon CPR keychain
pouch. Perform CPR and artificial
resuscitation without the risk of
ingesting harmful bacteria. Rescue
Breather features a true one-way
valve and mouth-to-mouth barrier.
Secures over ears for hands free
operation. One size fits children to
adults. (Quantity pricing discounts)

Training masks provide a cost
effective solution for teaching CPR
without using a more expensive
rescue mask. Soft, pliable bladders
conform well to manikin faces. This
is a box of 10 masks only – valves are
sold separately.

$5.00ea

$31.75/box

CPR Micromask
Trainer Valve - PractiValve (10 Pack)

An innovative solution to better use
your training dollars! These CPR
practice training valves or “PractiValves” are the perfect solution for
costly training. They’re affordable,
one-time use, and fit nearly all CPR
masks! This is a must have for any
CPR trainer!

$10.50/pk

Practi-MASK
Adult/Child CPR
Training Mask and
Valve (10/Box)
The Practi-MASK Adult/Child CPR
training mask & Practi-VALVE combo is
a cost effective tool for classroom
training of CPR, and provides an
alternative to the use of traditional CPR
resuscitator with human use one-way
valve. The Adult/Child Practi-MASK
includes a soft, pliable bladder for
conforming to manikin faces. The
Practi-VALVE features a cotton
breathing filter.

$40.00/box

CPR Rescue Masks

CPR Rescue Masks (adult/child rescue
mask in a hard shell pouch, includes
gloves, alcohol pad, mask and oneway valve. (10pc min – quantity
pricing discounts)

EpiPen Trainer - Auto- First Aid Training Kit
Injector Training
Device
The perfect training tool for teaching
proper technique and protocol for
EpiPen use. Contains no fluids,
epinephrine or needle. A medical
letter is not required to make this
purchase. For Training purposes
only. (10 pc min)

Cost effective solution for First Aid
Training:
 1 pair of vinyl gloves
 2 non-sterile gauze pads, 4”x4”
 1 non-sterile conforming roller
gauze, 3”
 2 triangular bandages (nonwoven)
 Individually wrapped
(10 pc min) Large quantity discounts (100/bx)

$7.50ea

$8.50ea

$3.00ea
$190.00 100/box

Student First Aid &
CPR Training Kit w/
Muslin Bandages
Cost effective solution for CPR and First
Aid Training:
 1 pair vinyl gloves
 1 non-sterile conforming roller gauze
3”
 2 non-sterile gauze pads, 4”x 4”
 2 triangular bandages (muslin)
 1 CPR Practi-shield
(10 pc min) Large quantity discounts (100/bx)

$3.50ea
$210.00 100/box

Philips HeartStart FRx Defibrillator

The Philips FRx Defibrillator features technological advancements to
help in treating the most common cause of SCA. It’s designed to be
easy to set up and use, as well as rugged and reliable for those who
get there first. On the scene with laws enforcement, on the field
with student athletes or on the job with employees, the FRx
Defibrillator is the solution for treating SCA in environments and
conditions too demanding for other defibrillators.
Preconnected SMART Pads II
SMART Pads II can be used for both adults and children. They
eliminate the expense of having to purchase different sets of pads
for different patient types. SMART Pads II enable the FRx to keep
pace with responders by adjusting to their actions.
Infant/Child Key
Simply insert the Infant/Child key into the FRx to signal to the device
that you’re treating an infant or a child. The defibrillator adjusts to
provide special pads placement and CPR instructions. The pads icons
also flash to show you the optimized pads placement, and the device
reduces the shock energy to a level more appropriate for an infant or
child.
Intuitive
Clean design and clear voice instructions, including CPR coaching, are
designed to help instill the confidence that’s needed when treating a
person in cardiac arrest.
Wireless Data Transfer
Infrared data port for easy transmission to a Smartphone or PC
running Event Review software, without cables or hardwire
compatibility issues.

FRx Carrying Case

FRx Hard-Shell
Carrying Case

FRx Wall Mount
Bracket

AED Awareness
Placecard

Constructed with easy-to-clean
urethane, this case is durable enough
to withstand bumps and drops, and
provides easy access with a VELCRO®
closure. The FRx case holds and
protects your FRx Defibrillator and
optional accessories, including a
spare battery, two pads sets, the
Infant/Child Key and Quick Reference
Guide (989803138601). Includes
strap. Dimensions: 9.5˝ (24.1 cm) w,
8.0˝ (20.3 cm) h, 5.0˝ (12.7 cm) d

Our waterproof carry case made of
hardshell plastic is suited for more
rigorous use, particularly in wet
outdoor settings. It can also
accommodate a spare battery, spare
pads cartridge, and the contents of
the Fast Response Kit. Dimensions:
13.5˝ (34 cm) w, 12˝ (30 cm) h, 6˝
(15 cm) d

The Wall Mount Bracket is designed
specifically for housing a Philips
HeartStart defibrillator and its
accessories. The defibrillator’s carry
case can be tethered to the Wall
Mount Bracket with a breakaway
Secure-Pull Seal (M3859A) to
discourage tampering. A broken seal
indicates that the defibrillator has
been removed from the Wall Mount
and accessories may need to be
replenished. The Fast Response Kit
(68-pchat) tucks neatly behind the
Defibrillator Case. Dimensions: 10.5˝
(27 cm) w, 8˝ (20 cm) h, 6.9˝ (17 cm)
d Weight: 18.4 ounces (0.52 kg)

Raise AED awareness by putting an
AED Awareness Placard above every
AED located in a public area. Easy-tounderstand graphics raise awareness
of passers-by about how to use an
AED in an emergency. Great for office
settings, sports clubs, public facilities,
school settings and more.
Dimensions: 10.25˝ (26 cm) w, 4.5˝
(11 cm) h

AED Wall Sign

An AED Wall Sign hanging above a
Wall Mount Bracket or Defibrillator
Cabinet gives even greater visibility
to the defibrillator. Can be mounted
three different ways to maximize
visibility: T-mount, V-mount or
Corner Mount. Face dimensions: 9˝
(23 cm) h, 6.1˝ (15 cm) d

Basic Wall Mount
Cabinet

Premium Surface
Mount Cabinet

Premium Semirecessed Cabinet

To help mobilize an emergency medical response or deter AED theft, Philips offers three different battery-operated,
alarmed wall cabinets. The basic cabinet has a simple audible alarm. Also available are two premium cabinets: a wall
surface mounted cabinet and a semirecessed cabinet that is inserted into a wall cut-out for a less obtrusive look.* The
premium cabinets feature combination audible and flashing light alarms. They are made of sturdy heavy-gauge steel,
and are large enough to accommodate additional medical supplies, such as oxygen. You can also connect the
premium cabinets’ alarms to your internal security system so that a more coordinated emergency response can be
mobilized centrally.
Dimensions: 16.5˝ (42 cm) w, 15˝ (38
cm) h, 6˝ (15 cm) d

Dimensions: 16˝ (41 cm) w, 22.5˝ (57
cm) h, 6˝ (15 cm) d

Dimensions: Recessed Compartment
14˝ (36 cm) w, 22˝ (56 cm) h, 6˝ (15
cm) d Footprint on wall 16.5˝ (42 cm)
w, 24.5˝ (62 cm) h, 2.5˝ (6 cm) d

SMART Pads II

Long-Life Battery

Infant/Child Key

Fast Response Kit

Save valuable time in an emergency
with pads that can be used on adults,
children and infants. SMART Pads II
eliminate the expense of having to
purchase different pads sets for
different patient types. These preconnected pads are packaged in a
semi-rigid pads case for added
protection, and are equipped with a
HeartStartcompatible plug for easy
hand-off to Philips ALS defibrillators
and to competitive defibrillators with
adapters. For patients less than 8
years old or 55 lbs (25 kg), use the
infant/child key, if available

The FRx Defibrillator uses a
disposable, lithium manganese
dioxide, long-life battery with a fiveyear shelf life plus a (typical) fouryear installed life. A spare battery
should be stored with the
defibrillator. Additional batteries
should be purchased for defibrillators
used frequently for training and/or
demonstrations.

The unique Infant/Child Key is used
only with the FRx Defibrillator when
treating an infant or child who is
under 55 lbs or 8 years old. Once the
Infant/Child Key is inserted, the FRx
automatically reduces the
defibrillation energy and provides
voice and visual instructions and CPR
coaching specifically geared for
treatment of infants/ children.
Graphics on the key show proper pad
placement for infants and children.

The Fast Response Kit contains tools
and supplies typically needed for
patient care and personal protection:
two pairs of hypoallergenic nitrile
gloves, a pocket breathing mask,
paramedic scissors, a chest hair razor,
and a large extra-absorbent paper
towel. These items are housed in a
zippered pouch which attaches
securely to the handle of the FRx
carry case. Dimensions: 9.5˝ (24 cm)
w, 5.5˝ (14 cm) h

FRx HeartStart Trainer

Training Pads II

This training version of HeartStart
FRx Defibrillator includes Trainer,
Training Pads II, Carry Case,
Instructions for Use, Quick Reference,
and an external manikin adapter. This
product can be used on a manikin
equipped with an internal manikin
adapter(M5088A) or an external
manikin adapter (M5089A).

Training Pads II can be used with the
HeartStart FRx or the HeartStart FRx
Trainer on a manikin connected with
an external manikin adapter
(M5089A) or on a pads placement
guide (M5090A for adults;
989803139281 for infants and
children). When training on the
HeartStart FRx Defibrillator, simply
plug in the Training Pads II to activate
the FRx’s training mode and suspend
the defibrillator’s ability to deliver a
shock.

Infant/Child Key
The Infant/Child Key may be used to
simulate infant/child therapy during
training with the HeartStart FRx
Trainer or with the HeartStart FRx
AED with Training Pads II installed.

CPR Posters
Quick Reference Chart-Layperson
12” x 18”

$12.40ea

ASHI Instructor Mens
Polo Shirt

ASHI Instructor
Womens Polo Shirt

ASHI Men's Fine Jaquard Polo - Navy,
Lightweight and breathable, this shirt
features a subtle jacquard texture.
But the best part comes from what
you can't see. Designed with
moisture-wicking performance, this
shirt won't run flat. 3.8-ounce, 100%
polyester, Double-needle stitching
throughout, Flat knit collar, 3-button
placket with pearlized smoke buttons
and open hem sleeves.
(S,M,L,XL,XXL,XXXL)

ASHI Women's Fine Jaquard Polo Navy, Lightweight and breathable,
this moisture-wicking shirt has a
pleasing drape, subtle jacquard
texture and an open placket for
feminine style. 3.8-ounce, 100%
polyester, Double-needle stitching
throughout, Gently contoured
silhouette, Self-fabric collar and Open
hem sleeves

S-XL $32, XXL $34, XXXL $36

S-XL $32, XXL $34, XXXL $36

Customer Name:

Date:

ITEM

QTY

Prestan Professional Ultralite Adult Manikin 4-pack

COST/ea
$340.00

Prestan Professional Ultralite 50-Pk Face-Shields

$17.00

Prestan Professional Ultralite 50-Pk Face-Shield Lung-Bags

$22.00

Prestan Family Pack

$520.00

Prestan Adult Face Shield Lung-Bags 50-Pk

$22.00

Prestan Child Face Shield Lung-Bags 50-Pk

$22.00

Prestan Infant Face Shield Lung-Bags 50-Pk

$19.75

TPAK700 CPR Prompt 5 Adult/Child Manikins

$525.00

Infant Face Shield Lung Bags CPR Prompt 100-Pk

$50.00

Adult / Child Face Shield Lung Bags CPR Prompt 100-Pk

$50.00

Face Shield / Lung Bag Insert Tool 5-Pk CPR Prompt

$17.00

CPR Practice-Shield Manikin Face Shields (50 per box)

$25.00

CPR Faceshield with One-Way Valve in Nylon Keychain/Pouch

Tri-State Safety Solutions, LLC

TOTAL

732-551-3833

$5.00

www.TSSS-NJ.com

ITEM

QTY

COST/ea

CPR Practi-Mask (10/Box)

$31.75

CPR Micromask Trainer Valve - Practi-Valve (10 Pack)

$10.50

Practi-MASK Adult/Child CPR Training Mask and Valve (10/Box)

$40.00

CPR Rescue Masks

$7.50

EpiPen Trainer - Auto-Injector Training Device (*)

$8.50

First Aid Training Kit (each) (*)

$3.00

First Aid Training Kit 100-Pk (*)

$190.00

Student First Aid & CPR Training Kit w/ Muslin Bandages (each) (*)
Student First Aid & CPR Training Kit w/ Muslin Bandages 100-Pk (*)

$3.50
$210.00

Philips HeartStart FRx Defibrillator

Call for pricing

FRx Carrying Case

Call for pricing

FRx Hard-Shell Carrying Case

Call for pricing

FRx Wall Mount Bracket

Call for pricing

Tri-State Safety Solutions, LLC

TOTAL

732-551-3833

www.TSSS-NJ.com

ITEM

QTY

COST

AED Awareness Placecard

Call for pricing

AED Wall Sign

Call for pricing

Basic Wall Mount Cabinet

Call for pricing

Premium Surface Mount Cabinet

Call for pricing

Premium Semi-recessed Cabinet

Call for pricing

SMART Pads II

Call for pricing

Long-Life Battery

Call for pricing

Infant/Child Key

Call for pricing

Fast Response Kit

Call for pricing

FRx HeartStart Trainer

Call for pricing

Training Pads II

Call for pricing

Infant/Child Key

Call for pricing

CPR Posters

Call for pricing

Tri-State Safety Solutions, LLC

732-551-3833

TOTAL

www.TSSS-NJ.com

ITEM

QTY

COST

ASHI Instructor Mens Polo Shirt S-XL

$32.00

ASHI Instructor Mens Polo Shirt XXL

$34.00

ASHI Instructor Mens Polo Shirt XXXL

$36.00

ASHI Instructor Womens Polo Shirt S-XL

$32.00

ASHI Instructor Womens Polo Shirt XXL

$34.00

ASHI Instructor Womens Polo Shirt XXXL

$36.00

TOTAL

Sub Total

Notes:

Tax
*In addition to manikins & AED trainer a disposable student First Aid
Training Kit must be supplied to each student

Shipping/Handling
Total

Customer Name:
Contact:
Shipping Address:
City, Sate, Zip:

Tri-State Safety Solutions, LLC

732-551-3833

www.TSSS-NJ.com

CLASS MATERIALS
ITEM

QTY

COST/ea
$115.00

PKGBFA-10

Instructor Package: Basic First Aid Program Package (G2010) Details: Package
includes Instructor Guide, Program DVD, PowerPoint® CD, and Sample Student Book.
New Edition reflects the 2010 Guidelines.

$115.00

PKGCPR-10

Instructor Package: CPR/AED Program Package (G2010) Details: Package includes
Instructor Guide, Program DVD, PowerPoint® CD, and Sample Student Book. New
Edition reflects the 2010 Guidelines.

COMBO-G10-5PAC

Certification Card

Student Package: Combo CPR/AED/BFA Student Pack (Pkg of 5) Details: Includes
five ASHI CPR, AED, and Basic First Aid Student Guides. G2010 Edition reflects the
2010 Guidelines. Only available to Approved ASHI Training Centers.
CPR/AED/BFA Certification Card (all paper work must be properly submitted AND
attached before cards will be sent)

$59.00
$6.00

Student First Aid & CPR Training Kit w/ Muslin Bandages (each) (*)

$3.50

First Aid Training Kit (each) (*)

$3.00

EpiPen Trainer - Auto-Injector Training Device (*)

$8.50

*In addition to manikins & AED trainer a disposable student First Aid Training Kit must be
supplied to each student

TOTAL

Sub Total
Shipping/Handling

Contact:

Total

Trainer ID#:
Shipping Address:
City, Sate, Zip:

Tri-State Safety Solutions, LLC

732-551-3833

www.TSSS-NJ.com

